Using model independent sum rules it is argued that the sharp peak near the kinematical boundary observed in some inclusive spectra and the increase of total cross sections are due to the same mechanism. Both phenomena are quantitatively described in proton-proton scattering, in terms of diffractive excitation into high mass states with a triple-Pomeron coupling. This coupling is then incorpora%.ed in a two .
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent experiments at CERN ISR reveal that (1) there exists a sharp diffraction peak in inelastic proton inclusive cross sections, 1,2 which approximately scales; 2 (2) both the proton-proton (p-p) total and elastic cross sections have increased from accelerator energies; 3 and (3) certain inclusive cross sections have a nonscaling behavior. 4 These facts can be intimately related to one another and also to the sensitive subject of the triple-Pomeron coupling.
These relationships are based on some model independent sum rules, a phenomenological analysis of the inclusive data, which allows us to determine the triple Pomeron coupling, and a two-component model. 6 The peak in the inclusive cross section near x=1 is shown to produce an increase in the inelastic cross section, which is, in this way, related to the energy dependence of the diffractive component. , By the optical theorem the increase in the inelastic cross section produces an increase in the optical point which may change the decreasing behavior of the elastic cross section,observed at low energies, into a flattening out and even a subsequent increase. Furthermore, the presence of a contribution to the optical point that increases with the energy may produce a "break" in the elastic differential cross section. This approach also provides a simple interpretation of the experimentally unclear situation concerning the shrinkage of the elastic peak.
Since all these considerations are based on the triple Pomeron-coupling, they give unambiguous prediction for other reactions, especially for K+p, which can be tested at Serpukhov and NAL.
It is known that the triple-Pomeron coupling can not be self-consistent unless the intercept, %(O), is below unity or the triple Pomeroncoupling vanishes in the forward direction. However, we are going to show that the behavior of the cross sections at ISR and even higher energies may be insensitive to this self-consistency question. In particular, even if (~~(0) < 1, the cross sections can increase at those energies.
In Section lI, we illustrate the relationships among the observed phenomena enumerated above in terms of some model independent sum rules. In Section III,
we discuss the effects of the diffraction peak on the inelastic cross section in terms of single diffractive excitation and the triple-Pomeron coupling. These results are used in Section IV to compute the inelastic pp cross section in a twocomponent model, which includes nondiffractive, single-diffractive, and doublediffractive excitation processes, and compare with the data. In Section V, we discuss the justification of the two-component model and its generalization, namely, a perturbative approach of the Pomeron coupling, and its self-consistency.
Tests of these ideas in K+p and other reactions ye discussed in Section VI, In SectionVII, we study the shape of the elastic cross section near the forward direction. Finally, we summarize the main results of this work in Section VIII.
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II. MODEL INDEPENDENT RELATIONS
We shall proceed in an increasing order of model dependence. To begin with, let us recall some simple sum rules, which have to be trivially satisfied by a complete set of data but can provide useful constraints for models and for unknown pieces of physical information. First we have the relationship among the average proton multiplicity, Gp, the total cross section, gT, and the proton inclusive cross section Jld2cr n~(TT = -dx dpf , h d2pL (1) where x = Zp,, /& is the Feynman scaling variable.
p,, and pI are respectively the longitudinal and transverse momenta of the observed proton in the centerof-mass frame, &, is the total invariant energy, and the invariant inclusive cross section for a particle c will be denoted by f&PI , s) d20 2 = dp,, dp* Since Ep (which is an independently measurable quantity) is observed to be constant or slightly decreasing over a wide energy range and approximately equal to 1.5 in pp reactions, 7 an increase of the right-hand side of Eq. (1) directly implies an increase of gT and vise versa.
If fp is independent of s , i. e. , scales, near the kinematical limits x=&l, we can easily see that the integral in Eq. (1) is energy dependent. Indeed, the kinematical limits of the integration are restricted by p2+m2 x2+4+&1 ,
-4-which is s-dependent. If $ is sharply peaked near x= =tl, such a small increase of the region of integration can give rise to a substantial increase of the integral and therefore gT.
The second simple relation is about the average inelasticity, ii P'
where xp can also be measured independently. The integral in Eq. (4) is weighted more in the regionx=*l than the one in Eq. (1) and therefore is more sensitive to the peak. As indicated by the cosmic ray and low energy data, gp is almost constant and equal to 0.5. If such a behavior can be verified at ISR, Eq. (4) would give an even stronger link between the peak and the rise in oT' Furthermore, Eq. (4) together with the energy conservation sum rule
where the summation is over all the secondary particles, would imply that the integrals over f, for at least some particle c# p must also increase with s.
Since fc for particles other than the "leading1 proton are not peaked near x=&l, such an increase must in turn imply some nonscaling behavior for fc. Conversely, if fc were to scale and uT increases, Xp must increase with s.
One more relationship is the optical theorem, by which an increasing cT implies an increasing elastic differential cross section, dgel/dt, in the forward direction if the amplitude is predominantly imaginary. 8 As we shall see later,
an increasing optical point together with the observed increase of the total elastic cross section, 3 V el, has implications on the shape of dgel/dt and can provide an explanation for the "break" observed' in pp reaction near the forward direction.
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III. SINGLE DIFFRACTION AND THE TRIPLE POMERON COUPLING
From the previous arguments, it seems natural to consider a process which gives a sharp scaling peak for fp and contributes to an increasing gT.
A plausible candidate is the single diffractive excitation process (S. D. E. ) with a triple-Pomeron coupling (see Fig. 1 ). A phenomenological analysis by one of USlO has shown that the observed proton inelastic inclusive cross section at ISR energies can indeed be described by a triple-Pomeron form withll Gp(t) N 2e4* 65 t
and up(t) N 1 for small values of both t and M2/s, where t is the momentum transfer and M is the missing mass. These two variables are related to x and pI by M2/s N l-x and t= m:(2-x-x-l) -x-'pE ; the peaks near x= *l correspond to the diffraction peak for small t and M2/s, and the energy dependent kine- Since the peaks at x= &l are dominated by the S. D. E . shown in Fig. 1, obviously the integral over the inclusive cross section under these two peaks gives the cross section which is an aggregate of all the S. D. E.
events. We thus have 12,13 dcr do "S.D.E. = s forward dx dp2 dx dp; + ----yh dp; 9 (8) dx dp t It has been shown that if the Pomeron is a factorizable simple pole, then the triple-Pomeron form given by Eq. (6) can not be self-consistent unless o+ (0) < 1 or Gp(0) = Ot5 We shall take the point of view that -
With the phenomenological value of Gp(t), Eq. (12) where PpppW is the proton-Pomeron residue at t=O, which we shall estimate later.
The S. D. E. processes have been already discussed in the previous section.
In all the calculations in this paper, the value of us D E is obtained by com-. . . puting numerically the integral in Eq. (8) with the integrand given by Eq. (11) .
Since this integrand is strongly peaked near x=&l, we integrate it over the whole physical region -excluding the region near x=0 where the integrand is kinematically enhanced. In this way, one avoids the ambiguity in the definition 
Rigorously speaking, doel/dt in this model must also have contributions from terms other than the single-Pomeron exchange and therefore ,B ppP 04 can not be unambiguously determined, but these ambiguities in pppp(t) , which are characteristic of a perturbative approach, have little effects in our discussion.
Using Eqs. (7) and (13) - (15) where the right-hand side of Eq. (16) is given by Eqs. (9) and (11) - (13).
At this point, it is important to make a few comments regarding the justification of the perturbative approach, Eq. (16). (1) One notices that the integral in Eq. (13) As seen from Fig. 2 , from s =550 to 2800 GeV' we obtain an increase of 2 mb for mine1 for s =500 to 2800 GeV2 , as compared with the observed value of 3.3 f 0.9 mb. These results indicate that the diffractive excitation mechanism can be largely responsible for the observed increase in (3 inel. For s between 30 and 100 GeV2 the curve in Fig. 2 seems to increase too fast and slightly underestimate (7 inel. This could be due to nonscaling contributions as discussed before. However, these contributions seem to have a rather small effect on (T inel. On the other hand, at ISR and higher energies, there can be other contributions to the increasing cinel. For example, various electromagnetic processes always lead to a logarithmically increasing cross section 23
and such an increase may become observable at-high energies.
To summarize, the sum of oS D E and al, D E in high energies. Therefore, we see that it is possible to start with a Pomeron with a,(O) = 1-e and consistently iterate it to the same singularity, i.e. , to the asymptotic behavior @.
-E inel CC s , and still have a cross section increasing -15 -with s at finite but high energies. Even at the highest energies in Fig. 3 , the relevant quantities are only the first few terms in the perturbation expansion.
Thus the questions of whether there is an asymptotic behavior and/or whether ~~(0) is exactly unity seem to be academic ones unless future experimental data on fp at ISR for very small t reveal a sufficiently strong turnover of gp(t) such that our estimation of aS D E and gD D E should be significantly . . . . . . reduced.
In this case, flinel might exhibit an "early" asymptotic behavior at ISABELLE or even at lower energies.
We further discuss the factorizability of the Pomeron. In this approach, obtain an output Pomeron as a factorizable simple pole may also be academic.
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VI. TEST OF THE MODEL IN K+p SCATTERING AT NAL ENERGIES, AND PREDICTIONS FOR OTHER REACTIONS
In the previous sections the existence of the peak near x=1 in fp has been correlated to an increase ino PP inel. This increase, due to an increase in the diffractive components, can not be compensated by a decrease in the nondiffractive one in an exotic process, since the latter has presumably very little energy dependence due to the exchange degeneracy of secondary trajectories.
The same arguments should apply to K+p scattering where exchange degeneracy is expected to be at least as good as in pp scattering.
In the model we are discussing, the magnitude and shape of the peaks in K+p inclusive reactions K+P near x=+1, and therefore the associated increase in cinel, can be predicted using the triple-I)omeron coupling g,(t) and factorization of the Pomeron. For
K+p -p+X we get dmK+p '
where the pp inclusive cross section is given by Eq. (11) . Similarly, for P+K+ -K++X, we have
Ip ppptW2
The single diffractive excitation cross section, K+P os D E , can be obtained . . * simply by integrating Eqs. (17) and (18) and adding these two contributions together ., With the approximations Gp(t) cc eat, 6-e Eq. CW, @PPP (t) I 2 = ebpt I pppp(0) I 2, I /3=,(t) I 2 = ebK+t I pKKp (0) I 2, and the same simplifying assumption in obtaining Eq. @a), K+P us D E can be approximated . . .
where spD E is given in Fig. 2 T-P may result in a larger increase in 0. me1 .)
To conclude, we should make a few remarks concerning the hierarchy of these tests of our model. The most important of all is observing whether ,K*P inel indeed increases and, if so, directly comparing with the inclusive cross sections for K+p -pX and K+i-p --L pX near the kinematical limits to test our basic idea that an increasing cinel and the peaks in the inclusive cross sections are due to the same mechanism. The next one is to test Eq. (17), which is based on the factorizability of the Pomeron at t=O. The predictions of Eqs. (18) and (19) are based on the more subtle question of the factorizability for t#O.
Furthermore, these involve the difficult task of extracting out P(t) from the elastic cross section. Fig. 2 ) is comparable to the observed increase in gT, one expects ael to be constant or slightly in-K+P creasing. Therefore a measurement of 0~1 at Serpukhov and also a measurement of c$+~ and u$' at NAL are very important to test our ideas.
The existence of two types of contributions to the optical point, one almost independent of the energy and the other increasing with s, can produce a "break"
parameters of the two (types of) contributions.
We are going to see that in pp scattering, by supplementing our model with the experimental information on the integrated elastic cross section, one can obtain the shape of dgel/dt in reasonably good agreement with experiment.
The contribution to ael/dt at t=O from the diagrams of the first line of Using the value b' = 8 GeVe2 one can compute the shape of dael/dt . The result for s = 2800 GeV2 is shown in Fig. 4 and compared with the data. As expected one observes a "break" or rather a smooth change from an exponential ebt at small It I to another exponential with small slope at larger values of It I.
It is clear that in our model this "break*' disappears at low energies since the increasing components become negligible. However, a detailed description of its energy dependence is beyond the scope of the rather crude analysis presented here.
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VIII. STJMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
We summarize our main results as follows:
(1) The scaling peak in fp near the kinematical limits implies that there is a mechanism responsible for this peak whose contribution to aT increases with s at least over a finite energy range.
(2) Both the peak in fp and the increase in cinel at ISR energies can be explained in terms of diffractive excitation into high mass states in the framework of a triple-Pomeron model. Therefore diffractive excitation provides for the mechanism alluded to in (1).
(3) The relationship between increasing ainel and diffractive processes can be tested in the K+p reaction at Serpukhov and NAL and, very likely, also in other reactions.
(4) Gel can also increase but this increase can not start earlier than the increase of g T'
(5) The shape of duel/dt and, in particular, the "break" at small It I is connected, via the optical theorem, to the existence of two types of components in gT, one of which is almost energy independent and essentially nondiffractive and the other which increases with s and is essentially diffractive.
(6) From energy conservation, an increasing cT implies that at least some of the inclusive cross sections, f c, and/or the leading particle average inelasticity have to be s-dependent. In particular, fc may increase with s. 
